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We are a student organization team from the University of Cincinnati founded in 2015

called Hyperloop UC. We have consistently placed in the top 15 out of 1200 teams

who competed in the SpaceX Hyperloop Competition as finalists and semi-finalists

and have fully designed and built two hyperloop pods. We are now finalists

competing in The Boring Company's Not-A-Boring Tunnel Competition where the

premise of the competition is to design and build the fastest, most accurate tunnel

boring machine.

Hyperloop UC 

30 Active members

24 Undergraduate

Students

6 Graduate Students



Sub-Teams

Operations Management
The operations management team handles everything, but engineering. The sub-team is responsible

for public relations, recruiting the best students, and fundraising. While the team works hard on

designing, Operations Management allows the hard work from our engineers to be brought to real

life.

Software
The Software team specializes in developing software to run on micro-controllers that takes in

sensor infromation and uses this information to execute control functions on our machine. The team

also develops and run simulations for the team to accurately predict values for our Structures team.

Structures
The structures sub-team is responsible for designing all mechanical systems of the Tunnel Boring

Machine (TBM). They start by defining machine parameters and iterate designs based on simulations

and physical testing. The Structures sub-team works closely with the other sub-teams to integrate

necessary electronics and ensure that the TBM is controllable.

Electronics
The Electronics team serves as the bridge between the structures and the software sub-teams by

designing and implementing the hardware that allows onboard computation systems to create the

desired mechanical outcome. Additionally, the sub-team develops and regulates power distribution

and battery management systems that optimize machine performance and human safety.



Accomplishments 
2015

Placed 6th out of the remaining 200 teams in the late preliminary round at the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod

Competition and was the first to ever demonstrate static levitation in history

2016
SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Finalists and placed in the top 0.025% teams around the world

2017
Received the 2017 Hamdan bin Mohammed Dubai Award in the topic of Group Innovative Project

Management and semi-finalists in the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition

2018
Semi-finalists in the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition

2019
Managed an intercollegiate cooperation with Purdue and UIUC and placed as finalists, top 14 out

of 600 teams internationally, in the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition

2020
Semi-finalists in Elon Musk's, The Boring Company, Not-A-Boring Tunnel Competition

2021 (Current)
A part of only 12 finalists invited to compete in the Not-A-Boring Tunnel Competition
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Benefits

All donations are

tax-deductible

through UC

Foundations

Access to the talent-

pool of the most

successful engineers

and students 

Brand exposure to Elon

Musk himself, his

companies and employees,

and international teams

Being part of the front-

lines of creating a new

form of sustainable

transportation, the

Hyperloop

Exposure through press

events as the competition

draws closer and through

community outreach

events

Supporting higher

education

 



What We Need 

Materials such as metal

like steel and aluminum,

flexible PVC, neoprene

gasket, etc

Financial support in order to

purchase parts, perform

testing, transporting our

team and machine to the

competition

Services such sand

casting, CNC, waterjet 

 cutting, casting, etc 

Sensors like pressure

transducers, BMS, 

 thermistors, distance

laser sensors, etc 

Parts such as gears, nuts

and bolts, flanges, wiring,

pumps, etc

Batteries, power rectifier, and DC-DC

converters to get our needed voltage

for the machine



Recruiting:

Logo on Machine 

Welcome Post on Social Media

Update Posts on Social Media
Logo on Website 

Resume Book

Logo on Shirts

Plaque
Signed Team Photos
Hyperloop UC Shirts
Other Merchandise TBD

Sponsorship Tiers 

Publicity:

Thank You Merchandise:

Snail

($30,000+)

Sloth

($15,000+)

Starfish

($5,000+)

Tortoise

($2,500+)

Logo on Banner 
XLLMS
XLLMS

1 1
XLLMS

S M XL

5+3+1-3

1

10
111

1 1

753

Recruitment Event 1
1 1



If you are interested or have any questions, please

contact us at hyperloop.cincinnati@gmail.com 

@hyperloopuc@HyperloopUC

Hyperloop UCHyperloop UC

 

Thank you for your support!

hyperloopuc.com


